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7:1 Chapter .objectives
@
, :' ' ^

AW complying this chapter, you will be able to: ^
^ r ^f
T. Identify the approaches to solve a programming problem. ^ ; ^
2. Describe the steps to program development.
^ ^/ ^
3. Demonstrate the principles and use of flow-charting. .^ ^p' ^~

7.2 Prosram development cycle

^^

The steps involved in the developing a computer program from the problem to
, program solution includes:
1. Analyzing the problem [Inputs-Operations-Outputs]
2. Developing the algorithm [Steps of solution]
^
3. Ceding the program [Write the program]
'"^
4. Testing and debugging the program [correct the errors]
@s
5. Implementing the program [Run to the user]
6. Documenting the program [Write the meaning of each path]
7. Maintaining and upgrading the program [take care of any possible error and
upgrade to new user needs or new hardware design]

7.3 Desisnins Algorithms usins Flow charts
A flowchart is a way of describing and expressing an algorithm in a pictorial.
representation. It illustrates the actions to be carried out-for solving the problem
through the interconnection of specialized symbols with flow lines.
Flowchart symbols
f

^-~~~@@@~~~-~-^. Terminal symbol Fstart/endl
jb Which is used to represent the beginning or end
^@@@@@--^ of a procedure.

/p-@@@@@@@-7 input/Output symbol
/
/ Which is used to represent either an input or
L-@@@@@@@@@@/ @ Output device.

,,.- ;, - .^^^@r-^'^^^'T"'"

Process symbol
Which is used to represent arithmetic
Calculations.
Decision symbol
Which is used to-represent branching to
Alternate paths based on a decision.
Flow line Which is used to connect between symbols
Continuation symbol Which is used to continue the
,iflpwchart in another p.age_
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Example 7.1
'Draw a flowchart to read two numbers (x
and y), then calculate their sum,
Difference, Multiplication and division.
Print the inputs and outputs.

JKead x, y

Example 7.2 (a}
Draw a flowchart to perform
S= 1 +2+3+......._.+N.

Input symbol

Initial
value

A=x+y
B=x-y
C=x*y
D=x/y

Process
symbol

rite x, y, A,
B,C,D

Output
symbol

Terminal symbol
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Banking System
tf you invest a capital of money, C (e.g. C=I 00,000 LE) in a bank with annual
interest rate, R (e.g. R==12%). The total money, T you get after a period ofN years
(e.g. N=10 years) is given by
T= 0(144^
Example 7.10
If you invest a capital of money, C (e.g. C=100,000 LE) in a bank with annual
interest rate, R (e.g. R=12%). What is your total money, T you get each year (I)
during a period ofN years (e.g. N=10 years) given that the total money, T you get
after I years is given by T=C(1+R)1
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Example 7.11
lny^ ^^epopulat.on of Egypt is PE (PE^Million^ith annual increasin.
rat., R (RE -5 /o), and the population of France is PF (PF=$%Iillion^ with .nn T
mcreasmg rate, RF (RF = 2.5%). When (at which year eTw^^^^^
Ac population of Egypt exceeds that of France. Given that" PI '=? (l + R)@ ^^
^easS o^Son'' I yea" p is the initial ^ulati- and ^

PI^

(,

PE=60
PF=80
RE=0.04
RF=0.025

Y=2000
PE=PE(1+RE)
PF^PFCl+RF)
Y-Y+1 L

Cpnd^)
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Read the Gas consummation (G) in Gallon then calculate and. print the bill price
given that: .
__
Reading[Gallon]
G<100
G>500
100<G<500
Price[Piasters/Gallon]
10
15,
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Enter the coefficients (a, b, c) of the quadratic equation ax 2 + bx 4- c = 0 then
@@^ calculate and determine the type of its roots (real and equal, real and different or
imaginary) then report the values of these roots, given that the two roots are as
follows:

-b-^-^ac

-b+^-^ac
Xi^'
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